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When do we take those romantic photographs?
How many times have you heard “I don’t even remember what happened, it all went so
fast!” from both brides, grooms and bridal party members. So, why not take advantage
of every possible moment. Many Brides and Grooms feel overwhelmed on their wedding
day. Many times the first quiet moment is their first dance, on the dance floor in front
of all their guests. We strongly encourage any Bride and Groom looking to put some
romantic and fun bridal party photos into their album to take those photographs BEFORE
the ceremony.
“But I want it to be special when he sees me for the first time.” Believe me, I understand
that a bride wants the reaction of her groom to be a "major event". That’s why we call it
the “INTRODUCTION”. We set up a private place where we are capturing the groom’s
reaction, the bride’s bashful smile and those oh-so-romantic almost kisses that pass
between them in that 10-15 minutes. Those are our award-winning images seen on our
and many other professional photographers websites. Brides are relaxed, enjoying
themselves and soaking in every beautiful moment. Her makeup is fresh and free from
tear streaks too! Always a bonus when so much time and money went into that detail of
the day.
There is an alternate to seeing each other before the ceremony however. When planning
the time between your Ceremony & Reception allow an extra 45 minutes to an hour for
your guests to arrive at the Reception. Simply include a cocktail hour for your guests.
While you and your bridal capture those fun shots your guests are also having a good
time and when you arrive the party is ready to begin!
These two suggestions are proven ways that Brides I’ve worked with come away from
their wedding feeling happy and relaxed and have the pictures to prove it!
-Dawn

